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GUEST EDITORIAL
An uncont.,tutional government is

an illegitimate government. The US
Oath of Allegiance requires defense
of the Constitution 'against all
enemies, foreign and domestic”. As
the Founding Fathers made clear -
the main enemy of the Constitution
is the Government itself. Power
does not like to be tied and bound
down constantly and therefore
works t free itself frOm these
constraints.

Like serfs in the dark ages,
American citizens can be picked up
on the authority of some unknown
person in the Executive Branch and
thrown in jail, without any evidence
ever being presented in court or his

THE UNSPOKEN TRUTH: j

COUP D’ETAT IN I
AMERICA |
By DR. PAUL CRAIG ROBERTS i

. I
The American people have i

suffered a coup d’etat, but they are ’
hesitant to acknowledge it. The
regime that is ruling in Washing ton
today lacks constitutional and legal
legitimacy. America are being ruled
by usurpers who claim that the
Executive Branch is above the law
and that the US Constitution is a
"mere scrap of paper.’1

relatives being informed. Or they
could be placed on a list without any
explanation that curtails their travel
by air.

Every communication of every
American, except f ace- to -face
communication in non-bugged
environments, are recorded by the
National Security Agency, from
which phrases can be extracted
and strung together to produce a
"domestic extremist."

Under the Obama regime, it is not
only the whistleblower Snowden 

who is targeted for elimination, but
every truth-telling American in the
country. The criminals who have

i seized power in America, cannot
survive unless truth can be
suppressed or redefined as treason.

the Americans acquiesce to this
coup d’etat, they have placed
themselves firmly in the grip of

tyranny.

Shortened for space reasons only

Northstar Compass is the
organ of the Executive Committee
of the International Council for
Friendship and Solidarity witi
Soviet People in their struggles tc
restore the multinational Soviet
Union as a Socialist State..
Northstar Compass carries on the
traditions of the “Hands Off
Russia Committee" which was
internationally established in
1918 to help protect the young
Soviet Republic from foreign
intervention.

The aim of the Friends of
Soviet People is international
cooperation in building socialism
and solidarity with all of the anti-
impe.ialist forces of the world
who are struggling and fighting
against US Imperialism - the
main enemy of mankind,
Northstar Compass is the true
voice of all friends of the Soviet
People.

Northstar Compass acts as the
unifying force to consolidate and
help co-ordinate the anti
imperialist forces of the world
with the ongoing world
movement to restore the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.

We act as a United Front, but,
we are not a forum for only
ideological debates. The Soviet
People themselves will choose
the path again towards Socialism
and onwards to Communism.

We, as friends of the Soviet
people also have the right to
comment on the present
situation in former USSR

YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE
NEW VIDEO, DVD, CD, TAPE
CATALOGUE. PLACE YOUR
ORDER NOW! PROMOTE IT
AMONGT YOUR FRIENDS!

IF YOU'RE GETTNG A FREE NSG-
HOW ABOUT A DONATION!



NEWS FROM FORMER USSR

NATO COULD STRIKE AT
RUSSIAN INTERESTS IN
THE ARCTIC
MOSCOW JANUARY 28 2013

Deputy Prime Minister
Rogozin of Russia told the Russian

, information Agency Novosti that -
NATO has long been discussing

plans the reinforce the US naval
, groupings m the Arctic region under

the pretext of safeguarding
■ commercial navigation'

' Russia s oil and gas extraction
infrastructure in the Artic could
become the target of sabotage
attempts by NATO and its allies in
an attempted race to exploit the
Arctic Shelf which could and will
lead to future conflicts between the
competing nations

The arctic resources account for
I worlds estimated 13% of

undiscovered oil resources and
i over 30% of untapped natural gas.

!i SLAVIC UNITY FESTIVAL

HELD IN GOMEL, BELARUS
Be/TA-July 1, 2013

The International Slavic Unity
Festival was held near the
Monument of Friendship at border
of Belarus, Russia and Ukraine is
the largest international event which'
has acquired great popularity far
these borders of oblasts. First such
important event took place in Gomel
in 1969.

Every year this Slavic Festival is
attended by several by thousands
of Slavic people from these three

i countries. They carry on their
traditions and links of brotherhood
and loyalty to the traditions if their
forefathers

RUSSIA IS SKEPTICAL
OVER OBAMAS NUCLEAR
REDUCTION PROPOSAL
Russian Information Agency
Novosti -June 19. 2013

President Obama made his speech
| in Berlin Germany Shortly after

Obamas speech. Russian Deputy
Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin
stated The situation now is not like
it was during the 1960s and 1970s
when only the United States and
the Soviet Union held talks on
reducing nuclear weapons

How can we take Obama s
proposal seriously the idea about

, nuclear cuts while the United States
is rapidly developing its missile
defense system? To show the lack
of understanding of this (by

; proposing further nuclear cuts) -
i means that either the US is lying,

bluffing and deceiving. or
. demonstrating a deep lack of
I professionalism'."

Dmitry Rogozin oversees
j Russia's nuclear potential also said

that an Arms race involves both
' offensive and defensive weapons in

a vicious circle."
All Russian military experts

concluded that Obama s proposal is
"unrealistic and it can potentially
destroy the existing nuclear parity
between US and Russia, and
ultimately hurt badly Russia's

j national security interests.”
I ,

RUSSIA REFUTES U.S.
i ACCUSATIONS REGARDING
i SNOWDEN CASE
' Prensa Latina - June 25, 2013
I
i Russian Foreign Minister Sergei
I Lavrov stated that the US efforts to
■ accuse Russia of breaking US law
. in the case of former US employee
i of National Security Agency,
| Edward Snowden, are absolutely
i groundless.

"Russia has no contact or
' relations with Snowden. He did not
I cross Russia’s border, Snowden
I chose his route by himself.”

STATEMENT FROM EDWARD
SNOWDEN IN MOSCOW
This statement by Snowden, whor>
attempt to gam safe passage to a

| destination country willing to g/vt.
; h'm Political asylum has become
; increasingly complex

■ “One week ago - July, 2013 I left
j Hong Kong after it became cieai
; that my freedom and safety were

under threat for revealing the truth
My continued liberty has been owed
to the effort of many friends, new
and old, my family, and others
whom I have never known or met or
probably never will. I trusted them
with my life and they returned the
trust with faith in me, for which I
always will be thankful.

Last Thursday, President Obama
declared before the whole world that
he would not permit any diplomatic
wheeling and dealing” over my
case. Yet now it is being reported
that Obama ordered his Vice
President to pressure the leaders of
nations from which I have
requested protection, to deny my
asyldm petitions.

This kind of deception from a
world leader is not justice, and
neither is the extreme penalty of
exile. These are the old, bad tools of
polemical aggression. Their purpose
is to frighten, not me but those who
would and will-come after me.

For decades the United States of
America always said that it Is one of
the strongest of human rights to
seek asylum. Sadly, this right, laid
out and voted for by the US in
Article 14 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, is now
being rejected by the current
Washington Government of my
country. The Obama Administration
has now adopted the strategy of
using citizenship as a weapon.

Although I am not convicted
of nothing, US has unilaterally
revoked my passport, leaving me a
stateless person - without any
judicial order. The US
Administration now seeks to stop
me exercising a basic right. A right
that belongs to everybody - the right
to seek asylum.

In the end the Obama
Administration is not afraid of
whstle-blowers like me, Bradley
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i Manning or Thomas Drake. We are
i stateless, imprisoned or powerless.

No, the Obama Administration is
I afraid of you. It is afraid of an
I informed, angry public demanding a
j Constitutional US Government that
■ it was promised - and it should be.

/ am unbowed in my
I convictions and impressed at the

efforts taken by so many people

! Edward Joseph Snowden
; Monday, July 1, 2013

RUSSIA DELIVERS
S-300 AIR DEFENSE
MISSILES TO SYRIA
RIA NOVO STI - May 28, 2013

S-300 missile defense system is
widely acknowledged as the most
advanced systems in the world.
These S-300 missile will provide
coverage of most Syrian territory
and much of Israel northern territory
against any Israel attack on any part
of territory of Syria.

OBAMA’S MILITARY BUDGET
FOR 2013 IS THE BIGGEST IM
THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED

STATES!
Vast majority of the people in the
U.S. including US Congressmen

and top military analysts, have n
idea how large this War Budget is

From
Voice of Russia

July 15,2013

U.S. HOCKEY STAR BRYGAIOV - GOALIE OF PHYLADELPHIA FLYERS PRAISED STALIN-
BUT HE IS IN THE CENTRE OF CONTROVERSY BECUASE OF IT!

In an interview last month with the Russian sports website "Championat” Ilya Bryzgalov. When asked about what
he thought about historical figures like Stalin, he said: “ I see positive logic in his leadership and his actions. He
was elected to lead the Soviet Union in a country that had just loved through a Revolution. There were so many
foreign and internal spies, enemies and traitors, who still had guns after the Civil War was finished The country
was in ruins and people needed to survive and Stalin’s policies produced positive results. The country was rebuilt.
industrialized.

Then came World War II (Great Patriotic War- as the Soviets called WWII). Lots of servicemen came back
home also with gun^ to the USSR which was devastated by the German Nazis. The USSR had to be rebuilt
again. Stalin guided the rebuilding with dedication and iron hand. Joseph was my comrade.'

Story was reedited from NHL NOTEBOOK
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PEOPLE OF GEORGIA
DEMAND ERECTION OF A
STALIN MONUMENT
From Irina Malenko

On July 4, 2013 there took place a
; mass meeting of people in Gori, the

birth place of J.V. Stalin with the
: demand that a monument should

be erected in the Central Square of
■ the City of Gori, the birthplace of

Joseph V. Stalin.
This meeting was organized by

Communist Party of Georgia, i
Citizens of Gori, representatives of
many organizations, such Peoples
Patriotic Movement of Georgia, New
Left, Peace Committee of Georgia ,
Committee of Citizens of Gori and 1
officials representing other districts
of Georgia.

More than 80% of the citizens
of Gori overwhelmingly support the
erection of this monument to Stalin.

The top officials and well known
academics, profesors of Georgia
support this demand.

There were participants at this
meeting from all parts of Georgia.

■r

APPEAL FRIM THE INTERNATIONAL
COUNCIL FOR FRIENDSHIP AND

SOLIDARITY WITH SOVIET PEOPLE

We must establish or rejuvenate the
Friendship Societies with the Soviet
People that existed in most countries of
the world when USSR was the shining
beacon for the people.

They need our solidarity now!

WE STAND!
ID WE FALL!

The participants of this
manifestation appealed to all

! progressive people of the world and
j especially to all of the former USSR

to lend their voice to this \noble
effort,

This manifestation was reported
by all of the Georgian media.
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NATO COULD STRIKE AT
RUSSIAN INTERESTS IN
THE ARCTIC
MOSCOW JANUARY 28, 2013

Deputy Prime Minister
Rogozin of Russia told the Russian
Information Agency Novosti that -
“NATO has long been discussing <
plans the reinforce the US naw-;.’
groupings in the Arctic region, undhr
the pretext of safeguarding
commercial navigation”

"Russia’s oil and gas extraction
infrastructure in the Artic could
become the target of sabotage
attempts by NATO and its allies in
an attempted race to exploit the
Arctic Shelf which could and will
lead to future conflicts between the 

competing nations.
The arctic resources account for

world’s estimated 13% of
undiscovered oil resources and
over 30% of unmapped natural gas.

DRUG TRAFFICKING
TRANSIT POINT FROM
AFGHANISTAN SEEMS TO
BE ULYANOVSK - RUSSIA
By Dmitriv Sedov
The 'richest US and UK clans
provide funds, the richest US and
Swiss Banks are involved in drug
money laundering schemes. At
present there 300 richest US clans
and 100 UK rich families that in
reality rule these countries, and that
have become fabulously rich thanks 

to drug trafficking.
These drug trafficking networks

supply the world's army of addicts
(56% that consume about 86% of
the world drug heroin production. It’s
real big business.

Through the CIA and the US Army
channels and the from there to the •
triads on to San Francisco and then ;
onwards.

The specific feature of this
“commodity” is the existence of a
chain of supply from Afghanistan on
it way through Ulyanovsk right to the
USA and through the many '
clandestine structures of the US •
Army and Special Services.

PLEASE DONATE TO NSC
SUSTAINING FUND



INDEPENDENT UKRAINE HAS NO
GOODS TO EXPORT ABROAD
EXCEPT ITS OWN PEOPLE

According to official government
statistics (UKRINFORM) - over 2.7
million citizens of Ukraine left
abroad because of Ukraine s
economic instability and crisis. This
economic and also demographic
catastrophe will be felt throughout
the 21s Century

Ukrainian nationalism produces
real capitalist cnsis

*i FROM CENTRAL COMMITTEE
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE
SOVIET UNION

; Dear comrades.
i On June 19. 2013 in Istanbul.
; Turkey Ankara and Eskisehr, more

than 100 activists of the Socialist
. arty of the Oppressed (ESP) were
| detained amongst them journalists
i from of the Atim newspaper, Elkin
; News Agency and Ozgurs Radio
I Offices. Offices of the ESP were
. searched for hours, as well as

houses of the activist workers.
■ The CPSU Expresses its protest
: against the actions of the Turkish

police which try to suppress these
i Turkish protests.

We also express our solidarity
with our comrades in the ESP and

• all Turkish democrats . We demand
; from the Turkish authorities and

release all of the arrested
; protestors, and remove the barriers
i to the freedom of expression.

We call upon all progressive
forces to express their solidarity with

: the struggling people of Turkey, and
: ali Turkish democrats!

■ CPSU International Department

Canadian Friends of the Soviet
People and Northstar Compass sent

• messages of support and we call
upon al! readers of NSC to do
likewise.

i Send your message of support to:
xene’qul@qmail.com or to
etk.inhaber@qmail.com

THERE’S NO PLACE FOR ANTI-STALINISTS IN
LEFT-WING MOVEMENTS!
On June 19, 2013 in Kiev, Ukraine, at the 20th Anniversary of the
founding of the Communist Parry of Ukraine, there took place an
unprecedented incident, caused by the Secretary the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of Ukraine, Gregory Buyko: he verbally attacked
us, members of the All Ukraine Union of Soviet Officers - Lt. Galina
Savchenko and Lt. Colonel Ivan Tsarsky - telling them to take the
photograph of Stalin out if the premises. This was not the only such
incident. At the 6th Congress of the All-Ukraine Union of Soviet Officers,
the Chairman of the All Ukraine Union of Soviet Officers, Major General
A. Damanskyj got all excited when he was us wit a photograph of Stalin
and yelled into the microphone "Take that thing out immediately!"

SCOUNDRELS!Soviet people during holiday events and demonstrations in Kiev as in
other former Soviet Republics carry proudly hundreds of Stalin Portraits
over their heads. But some people do not realizes that heading the Red
Columns are these anti-Stalinists of the CC CPU, who are fooling the
people. The Uni9n of Soviet Officers of Ujkra8ne must get rid of these
two-faced scoundrels. There is no place for them in the ranks of

Communist Parties!People are for Stalin! Stalin is dead already 60 years! He is being not
only remembered, but people love their Great Leader, Generalisimos

Stalin in his ordinary soldiers' uniform.

Galina Savchenko
Ivan Tsarsky

P.S. Lt. Colonel Tsarsky-Soviet Commando who served in Baikonur -
where he personally knew Soviet Cosmonauts - S Korolev, Gagarin,

Leonov and Tereshkova.

TO ALL READERS AND FRIENDS OF THE SOVIETPEOPLE:

On behalf of the International Council for Friendship and Solidarity with

mailto:qul@qmail.com
mailto:etk.inhaber@qmail.com


the Soviet People and the Editorial Board of Northstar Compass wi
condemn the double-faced policy of the leadership of the Communis
Party of Ukraine and that of All Ukraine Union of Soviet Officers _

There is NO place for anti-Stalinists in the CC CPU and in th
Union of Soviet Officers!

Michael Lucas, Chairman of the International Council -
Editor / Publisher of Northstar Compass

WHEN CAPITALIST FRIENDS AND MEDIA EXPOSE PRESIDENT PUTIN FOR
WHAT HE REALLY IS - THIS COHFIRMS THE EDITORIAL POLICY OF NSC I

Above is the cover of Maclean's j
National Magazine-July 29, 2013, i
Toronto, Canada

This 18-pages expose by the
author Michael Petrqu is a
detailed history of this leader
who uses all the media in Russia
that he has the control of to
promote his own image as a
president, as a leader - and as a
Russian nationalist patriot.

Since its inception 20 years
ago Northstar Compass has
pointed out the cause of the sell- .
out of the USSR and Socialism,

. has also took criticism from both
1 friends and enemies for

criticizing “Russian leadership"
and pointing out the growth of
nationalism, crime, economic
devastation and the weakness
of the Kremlin foreign policy
which in actual fact pussy-foots
around NATO, US Imperialism

Do we have the right to do

so? Yes we have - as friends
of the Soviet People since
iS18 - when the “Hands Oft
Russia Committee was
organized in Canada!

We just publish headings of
different sections of this article.

Michael Lucas - Editor pf NSC
* Vladimir Putin has been promising
glory to Russia for over a dozen
years. For a long time the country
bought it. Now this increasingly
defiant strongman finds himself
battling a very restive nation, angry
workers and demonstrations. The
author found out in his travels
across Russia that Putin's grip oh
power my be fueling the next
revolution.

* Putin has now effectively made
himself The Sate. The Russian
Parliament is a puppet show.

• ’Pavlovky - member of the (Kremlin
I Government) split with Putin over

his anti-democratic drift and ail
determination by Putin to retain
power.
* In an organized Rally for Putin at
the Moscow Olempisky Stadium,
which was filled with jeers and boos’
against Putin. He looked very stiff
when people began to shout
‘'Leave!"

* Putin said that the “political
protests is to destroy Great Russia
and to seize power

^Russia is a totally separate
civilization . You can’t measure us
with your labels!"

* Putin is vulnerable, nor only
because of the protest marches in
the streets, but because Russian
people no longer believe in him.
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PROTEST ACTIONS BY SOVIET COMRADES FROM MAY 1 TO JULY 14.2013 -
MARIA DONCHENKO
•Solidarity with Avtovaz workers * Plenum of Communist of Russia ‘(Left discussion club ’Action in Kiev for
Cuban Five * Concert in defense of children in Dzerzhinsk * Gaddafi s birthday ’March of liberals and oranges ‘
Actions in Moscow * Action m Togliatti ’Congress of Communists of Russia * Action against celebration of
American July 4 holiday * Action against the propaganda of Monarchy * For Syrian solidarity * In defense of i

10

political prisoner Leontiev in Archangels ’ Action on the false imprisonment of Chief Editor of newspaper
Sadovoye Kolco



INTERNATIONAL NEWS
U.S. ISPLANNING DIRECT
MILITARY INTERFERENCE

NEW WORLD ORDER
BILDERBERG
MULTINATIONAL ELITE MET
IN ENGLAND
By Pro Michel Chossudovski

Each year the Bilderberg venue
brings together the leading and the
top members of the world financial
and corporate elite and handpicked
scientists and scholars to make far
reaching decisions for the future of
the world.

Semi-secrecy prevails in these
crucial decision making conclave by
over 140 corporate decision
makers that attended this Bilderberg
Conference. Thanks to the private
nature of this conference, the
participants are not bound by the
conditions of office or pre-agreed
positions.

(Even though these top-ranking
elite of the corporate world make
far-reaching decision for mankind -
they will NOT issue any statement
or to publish their agenda. Editor.)

Just some of the elite 140
participants were -

David Rockefeller - Henry Kissinger, .
two form Presidents of the World
Banks, former heads of the CIA and i
heads of Oil and Gas corporations •
and former assistants to US

• President George W. Bush, plus all
‘ other CEO’s of the Multinational i
• Corporations.

ISRAEL GRANTS EXPLORATION OIL
RIGHTS IN OCCUPIED GOLAN
HEIGHTS IN SYRIA TO MURDOCH
AND ROTHSCHILD
Michael Opperskalski

This is illegal according to
International Law. Israel attempted
to do.this twenty years ago, but was
forced back after a strong reaction
from the Syrian Government. Which
gained political support from the
USA and United Nations. But now
because of the situation in Syria
with foreign insurgents trying to
topple the Syrian Government -
Israel sees this is as their chance
again. Of course the UN and the US
is on Israel’s side now.

IN SYRIA
ITAR- TASS - June 14. 2013 ■

Russian State Duma International i.
Affairs Committee Head, Alexei ‘
Pushkov told the Itar-Tass agency
that that no matter how much arms ,
they will supply to Syrian insurgents,
they will not be able to overthrow
the Syrian Assad’s Government
Government.” If the US troops '

invade Syria, the situation is going j
to take a world-wide character j
conflict and Russia will not stand by j
as an onlooker.

The charge that the Syrian
Government troops used chemical j
weapons is nothing more than a
fabricated lie. Washington tries to |
provoke us with these unfounded i
charges of the use of chemical i
weapons by Syrian Government- i
but these charges are not I
substantiated in any way."

START FORMING A
FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY WITH

SOVIET PEOPLE IN YOUR
LOCALITY!

ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER PEOPLES HAVE A HISTORY OF
STRUGGLE FOR THEIR SOVEREIGN RIGHTS IN AUSTRALIA. THEY DEMAND A TREATY

NOW - NOT THE CONSTANT PROMISES
From Vanguard newspaper - JULY 2013
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EGYPTIAN MILITARY OUSTS PRESIDENT MORSI - SUSPENDS THE CONSTITUTION
The Head of the Egyptian Military, General Abdel Fatah al-Sissi said that Egypt’s Constitutional Court
will assume the Presidency on an interim, bases until a new presidential elections can be held - and

UNREST WILL SPREAD RIGHT ACROSS EUROPE, WARNS RED CROSS CHIEF!

Court will
Have the right to declare laws during the transitional period.

May 24. 2013-Toronto Daily Star-The Independent (UK)

Rocketing unemployment and poverty in many countries of Europe will lead to civil unrest (as in Greece, Spain,
Portugal, Turkey and other countries) warned for the first time. Bekele Geleta, the Secretary General of the
International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies.

The situation for most of the young people is very dire - over 30% of these young people are out of work -
In some areas in Greece, the young people that are unemployed has reached over 75%! .... .

According to the latest figures, the number of people that depend on food-aid is close to 120 million Pe°P e
across Europe. Homelessness in Spain is growing, while in Bulgaria over 10 people have self-immolated to
protest against the economic hardships. .... ... . . 

Below is just one photo of the growing demonstrations in their many thousands in I urkey that are being pur
down ruthlessly with water canons, bullets, clubs and arrests.

NSC HAS 68 SOVIET FILM DVDS I NSC HAS 1 83 SOVIET VIDEOS

plus SOVIET MUSIC CDS M FOR YOUR ENJOYHhNT.
Ask for our DVD,CD Catalogue Ask for our VIDEO catalogue
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SYRIAN REBELS POSSES CHEMICAL WEAPONS - QATAR BEHIND THIS TRANSFER
From ISRAEL INGELLICE NEWS - June 23. 2013

On May 30, 2013, Turkish media reported openly that over two kilograms of Sarin Gas as well as well as
heavy weapons to Syrian rebels were shipped, well as help of their secret services in cooperation with the US-
CIA Photo shows Syrian people wearing masks as protection against the Sarin Gas.

You have to ask yourselves - why these constant lies and fabrications by the US-White House Media about
i these US-supported terrorists?

Mr Obama - history will judge you as to who you really are and the people will eventually condemn you and



BRITAIN MID U.S. ME GIVING OVER $50,000,000. TO SYRIAN TERRORISTS
TO DO THE KILLING AS TRIS PHOTO SHOWS OF SYRIAN CHILDREN

MASS PALESTINIAN GRAVE FOUND IN TEL AVIV - ISRAEL!
By Michael Opperskalski - June, 2013

Skeletal remains of scores of Palestinian killed by Israeli soldiers
during the1948 have been found in a mass grave in Tel Aviv, capital of
Israel. At least 6 chambers are filled with their skeletal remains in this
war started by Israel that was the creation of an Israel State.

This grave in Jaffa was the Palestinian town of Jaffa. But the Israeli
soldiers forced the Palestinians from their land and the Arabs-
^aiestinians were force to flee and they were chased and killed by
Jewish extremist armed gangs. Over 760,000 Palestinians were force to
fiee from their homes, in what they called ’’Nakba" (catastrophe) in 1948.

This was the Holocaust of Palestinians at the hands if Zionist
Israel.

POVERTY IN AMERICA
LAND OF THE “FREE”
From PoRTSIDE.ORG-The Nation

Why is it that both the Democratic
and Republican Parties in the US
Congress are playing games with
the lives of one in seven Americans
- including one in three children-
who are in desperate need of food
assistance? Both parties voted
unanimously on President Obama's
recommendation - to "Cut $4.1
Billion from the Food Stamps
assistance program.

In fact this means taking
2,000,000 Americans off the
assistance program. Meanwhile,
over 50,000,000 Americans are not
sure at times, where their next meal
is coming from!

Hey - Mr. Obama!
How about trimming down the

biggest ever War Budget that
the American people have ever
seen.



Me CAIN WAS SMUGGLED INTO SYRIA
WITH THE QAEDA TERRORISTS

AFGHAN INTERPRETER
CONFIRMS U.S. USE OF
TORTURE ON PRISONERS
KABUL-Jul. 17-Prensa Latina

Zakaria Kandahan confirmed that .
the US occupying forces use
tortures and mistreatment on
prisoner to obtain information.

The interpreter who served as
interpreter for US forces for 11
years saw US officers kick, slap,
punch prisoners around and he also
saw Afghan corpses who died as a
result of this

He stated that he can identify at ■
least three US Soldiers who ;
committed outrageous abuses on
the Afghan prisoners.

After the outcry and the (
denunciation by the resident of the i
Mauiden Wardak Province for such i
actions, resident Hamid Karzai i
asked the United States forces to |
leave that region immediately.

Afghan Officers who investigated
these tortures found a compact disk.
.that shows vividly the torture !
performed by the US soldiers on the
Afghan prisoners.

This US Republican and former candidate for American President, in
May of 2013 was smuggled through Turkey into Syria (he is on extreme
right in the photo) to plan the future expansion of the conflict against the
Syrian Government. Of course he is here with the full blessings of

Obama and the Pentagon.

INDUSTRIAL GIANT CITY
OF DETROIT, USA
DECLARES BANKRUPTCY
From Reader Supported News
July 18, 2013

Detroit City, was the industrial
hub of US capitalism. The largest
employer of workers - and exporter
of automobiles in the world. The City
Administration will walk away \from
$18,000,000,000 un-payable debts,

This is the largest municipal
bankruptcy in the entire United
States history!

Of Yes... God save America.

BACH TO m FUTUBH
BACH TO m ossa/

I

FOR THERE TO BE A FUTURE
- IT MUST BE RED!

<
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BOLIVIA IS RISING
! Cochabamba, July 5, 2013
I

Bolivian President, Evo Morales
: has warned the United States that

he might close the Embassy of the
i United States in Bolivia, as South

American leaders of state rallied
, behind President Evo Morales.

President Morales blamed
Washington for putting pressure on

■ the European Countries (EU) to
refuse to allow the Bolivian
President’s plane on a diplomatic

: mission to fly over their air space
and, forcing it to land in
Vienna...which is against the
International Law. President
Morales was returning from a
Summit Meeting in Russia.

He ended his statement with
these words - after receiving support
from leaders of Venezuela,
Ecuador, Argentina and Uruguay:

“ Being united will defeat US
Imperialism. U.S. and EU broke all
international rules. We are not
colonies any more, J urge the
European nations to free
themselves from the United States."

SEXUAL ASSAULTS INSIDE
US ARMED FORCES
REVEALED
By Thao Nguyen-
icoriett1881@ximail.com

Just imagine that you as a women
having to salute your military
attacker every day. This s a reality
of the 26,000 military members
whom the US Pentagon were
sexually assaulted in the US Armed
forces jut last year! But only about
less than 3,000 of these sexual
assault cases were looked at by the
high command. Obviously there is a
problem in the US Armed forces.
Why is this sexual assaults problem
got so out of hand?

Instead of these reported cases
by the victims being dealt with by
the civilian criminal justice system -
but all these cases are being dealt
within the chain of command and
no legal right to decide how to
prosecute according to the judicial
system of the United States.

Besides the US Military have
put aside guilty verdicts and in most
cases returned those guilty back to 

the ranks.. So the trauma of these
sexual assault women victims
doesn’t end just with the sexual
assault - each one of these victims
is denied justice over and over
again.

Oh, I forgot to mention that the
Chief of Staff of US Air Force
assault unit, was recently arrested
for sexual assault.

Many members of the U.S.
Congress would rather do nothing
and pretend that these problems do
not exist in the US Armed Forces.

Oh Mr. Obama -are you aware of
these sordid schemes by the
Command of the US Forces?

PRO-FASCIST IDEOLGY
GROWS IN EUROPE
Prensa Latina
Paris, June7, 2013

The murder of a very young
Frenchman by members of a right
wing faction Nazis is the
consequence of the rising actions of
these fascist groups and
movements. This young Frenchman
was savagely beaten by these four
Nazis.

ZfiMCp PALEST/NE WASHINGTON

MULE IMPERIALISM DIVIDES AND RULES- U.S. AND ISRAEL ARE CELEBRATING!
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The victim was a member of a |
' left-wing organization. This murder
j aroused an outrage across France j
■ and the people blame the present j
i French government and demanded
I the banning of all the Nazi-Fascist i
; groups in France.
I________________________________

I HEIL OBAMA'S DIRECTIVE!
US National Security Agency j

(NSA) is empowered By Obama to ;
listen to all your conversations,

i telephone, internet, cel-phones plus
■ all your emails every day and night. 1

This is for the US, Canada, Britain
and other countries. The NS A has
tapped over hundreds of millions of
messages and e-mails and they are
stored in secret CIA-NSA facilities to
be used in order keep an ye on all
ho might not like where US
Imperialism - Fourth Reich is
leading humanity.

THE FORBIDDEN TROTH: DS IS
GIVING CHEMICAL WEAPONS
TO TERRORISTS IN SYRIA
mums mueurngtmesis!
By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Jun14, 20'13

Is president Obama setting the
stage for "humanitarian intervention”
by accusing President Assad of
Syria of killing his own people?

The US Chemical Weapons
accusation is being used to further
military aid to the Syrian rebels,
which in a very large part are being
militarily decimated by the Syrian
Army.

These practically defeated Syrian j
rebels are supported by the US,
Turkey, Israel, Qatar and Saudi ’
Arabia have the lost the ground war
-its foot soldiers have been
defeated.

That is why Obama hired private
contractors to train these rebels in

i using chemical weapons and the US .
; and Western media than will and j

are blaming the Syrian Government.
i US action is against all
. international law as well as the UN
} Charter.

In late My of 2013, the UN •
’ Security Council casually dismissed
j outright the fact, amply documented, ; 
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that the 3 Permanent Members of i
the Security Council -Britain, France J
and the U.S. continue to provide ‘
military aid to the Syria terrorist |
rebels.

Shortened for space reasons only.

THOUSANDS ARE
PROTESTING IN BRAZIL'S
LARGEST CITIES
Bu Simon Romero - June 17. 2013 j

i
The growing protests rank

amongst the largest and most
resonant since the military
dictatorship was overthrown and the
ongoing demonstrations are
growing in numbers and into tens of
thousands.

The largest demonstrations are in
Brazil's biggest cities in a
remarkable display of strength, with
a large range of issues, including
the cost of living and the \lavish new
stadium projects.

Sharing a parallel with the anti
government protests in Turkey the
demonstrators in Brazil intensified
when the harsh police crackdown in
June stunned the citizens. The
international media covering these
protests showed vividly the police
beating merciless the unarmed
protestors and firing rounds of
rubber bullets and tear gas into the
crowds.

PROTESTS AGAINST
OBAMAS VISITS TO
SOUTH AFRICA
June-July, 2013 -COSATU

A broad coalition of South African >
organizations, including COSATU, j
held a massive demonstration i
against President Obama’s visit to ,
Johannesburg. This coalition is in '■
opposition to the University of
Johannesburg’s plan to award
President Obama with an honorary
doctorate for his contribution to
international community and peace.

Amongst the demands from
Obama will be freedom for Bradley
Manning, sport and freedom for the
Cuban Five

FAKE WMD WASHINGTON
IS INSANE
By Dr .Paul Craig Roberts-
Global Research, June 17. 2013

In the 21st Century the two '
hundred year- old propaganda that
the American people control their
Government has been completely '
shattered. Both the Bush and
Obama Administration have been
completely shattered. Both Bush
and Obama have made it
unmistakenly clear that the ;
American people don’t even
influence, much less control the US
Government.'As far as Washington '
is concerned, the people are •
noth9ng but chaff in the wind.

The latest US Polls show that I
over 65% of US people oppose US ;
intervention in Syria. Despite this i
indication of the will of the people •
the Obama regime is ramping up I
propaganda to arm even more S-US i
supported mercenaries in Syria in ;
order to overthrow the present •
Syrian Government

US has fabricated the false “CIA >
intelligence", and then President j
Obama has announced with a j
straight face that resident. Assad j
Armed Forces had used Sarin Gas ;
on may occasions and that j
between “100-150 on his own ;
people” a euphemism for the I
supported and supplied Syrian ■
rebels-mercenaries.

Washington’s double-speak I
media propaganda is well known by |
both Russia and China...that if Syria ■
falls, Iran will be next and them the •’
aim will be Russia and China... '
which are surrounded by military ■
bases as well as Navy bases. •

Both Russia an China are
preparing for just a such a scenario ;
- with hydrogen bombs and the end .
results will be a complete d disaster
because in such a horrific conflict
everyone will perish.

Considering the utterly insane ;
government now ruling Washington. I
if human life will exist in 2020 - this •
would be a miracle

NATIONALISM EVENTUALLY
LEADS TO FSCLSM!

NO MAUED UNDER WHAT SO-
CALLED DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM



THE DAY THAT ALBERT EINSTEIN MOST FEARED HAS
FINALLY ARRIVED, It's here. Sad but true!

A DAY AT THE BEACH! A VISIT TO AN ART GALLERY!

HAVING DINNER
WITH YOUR FRIENDS!

O
co

o 1

“I fear the day that technology

will surpass our human

interaction. The world will

have a generation
W* of idiots.”

Albert Einstein
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PRIME MINISTER CAMERON OF GO CAILS SYRIAN TERRORISTS MODERATES
I By Michael Opperskalski

It is amazing how these Syrian terrorist names keep changing - from "peaceful demonstrators -
unarmed peaceful activists - rebels - the opposition ", Where did these ' moderates” come from.
when in the last two years we have only seen these well-armed terrorists with weapons supplied
by Western countries like Cameron’Great Britain.

SNOWDEN IS A MODEL
i US CITIZEN AND A HERO TO i
j MANY AMERICANS
I INTERFAX-Moscow - June 25, 2013

The drama involving NSA leaker
Snowden and the disclosure of
classified information regarding the
operations of US Special Secret
Services, will not be the last of its
kind, said Igor Morozov, veteran of
Russian Foreign Intelligence
Service and member of the Duma
Council of International Affairs.

“Remember there is the case of
Wikki Leaks and its Julian Assange
who took refuge in the Ecuardorian
Embassy for fear of extradition to
the USA. Then there is now Private
Bradley. These people are not
doing this for financial gain, they are
American patriots who want to
expose the mechanization of the
present Washington government
and bring peace and understanding
to the world”.

BRITISH OCCUPIERS IN
AFGHANISTAN HOLD 85
AFGHANS PRISONERS
LONDON, May 29, Prensa Latina

British Lawyers are demanding
the release of these prisoners who
were held in British Military
Compound Camps already over 14
months without being charged and
with no trial. Amongst them are a
couple of young teenagers who are <
not allowed even any family visitors ’
or legal lawyers from the British '
Civil Rights Organization.

I
Oh yes! Rule Britania!

i
|
I
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US IMPERIAISM HAS 240
ATOMIC BOMBS HIDDEN IN
NETHERLANDS, GERMANY,
ITALY, TURKEY AND BELGIUM

This was exposed by the National
Geographic on June 10, 2013 and
by former Prime Minister Ruud
Lubbers of Netherlands. These
Atomic Bombs that are stored in
these countries are four times
deadlier than the bombs that were
dropped by the Americans on
Hiroshima and Naoasaki.

AMERICA IS THE
RICHEST COUNTRY IN
THE WORLD -BUT...
Les Leopold - June 18, 2013
From Communist Workers and
Peasants Party of Nepal

We have the most millionaires,
the most billionaire and our
wealthiest citizens have garnered
more of planet’s riches than any
other group in the world. We even
have Hedge Fund Mangers who
make in one hour
as much as an average American
family makes in 21 years.

The opulence is supposed to
trickle down to the rest of us to
improve the lives of average
Americans. At least that’s what the
free-market cheerleaders repeatedly 

i promise the American people
Unfortunately it's a lie - one f

biggest . ever perpetrated or. the
American people. But we Keep
hearing on and on all the daily
media that America is the number
on in the entire planet.

But when it comes to the middle
class situation - America is in

I number 27,n.
WHY?

I * We don't have real universal
health system
* Our weak labor laws undermine
our trade unions and give large
corporations more power to keep
wages and benefits down. Trade
Unions in the USA represent less of
than 7% of all the private sector
workers - the lowest ever recorded
in America.
* The minimum wage is pathetic as
compared other developed
countries -S.25 per hour - America
stands in #13.

* Wall Street is out of control. Once
deregulation started 30 years ago,
money has to the top , money has
gushed to the top a Wall Street was
set free to find more and more.
unethical ways to fleece the
American public.

‘Higher education is very costly
and puts our children dept. In most
countries higher education is
practically free.

America has the highest prison
population in the entire world.
America has also the highest
percentage of minorities in prison.

U.S. INTERFERED AND IS INTERFERING IN ARMED
CONFLICTS IN 74 COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD
Prensa Latina - May 13, 2013

United States has military bases in nations of the five continents. It I
has not only bases but troops in Afghanistan, Iraq, Bahrain. Egypt
Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan' Saudi
m ubl^’JerTen’ Germany- Japan, South Korea, Italy, Canada
United Kingdom - plus many more countries. In some of these
countries it caries out undercover missions - using the fight against
drugs as an excuse. a



NEW PRESIDENT OF IRAN IS
AGAINST ANY FOREIGN
INTEREFERENCE IN SYRIA

President Hassan Rouhani
stated to Lebanese President that
the situation in Syria cannot be
solved through any military means.
Syria has the right to decide its own
fate without any foreign interference.

The two countries agreed to
strengthen their ties economically,
politically and culturally, regionally
and internationally.

MILLION LANDMINES
WERE PLANTED BY ISRAEL
ON THE OCCUPIED
PALESTINIAN LANDS
WOMENS RIGHTS ADVOCATE

Israel had planted these
mines since it occupied Palestinian
Gaza Strip in 19667. This UN

; decision to ban the use of land
i mines was made in1997 by the

Ottawa Treaty". The only countries
i that refused to sign this “Ottawa
I. Treaty” were ISRAEL and the
! UNITED STASTES!

There are 51 Landmine fields
; scattered around the West Bank

and the Gaza Strip. Israel and the
US refused to sign this UN

; Agreement to ban the use of
i landmines.

Hey Mr. Obama! Do you know
this fact?

SPANISH TRADE UNIONS
BLAME EU FOR ECONOMIC |
DISASTER
MADRID-June 16, 2013

The Spanish economic suicide is •
due to the EU imposed austerity i
policies, charged Secretary General I
of CC.00 and President of i
European Trade Union Federation '
(ETUC) Ignacio Fernandez, since in ’
three years of the EU imposed j
severe austerity program, the
unemployment has risen from 24
Million to 26 Million jobless workers.

The demands were also to
confront the dictates of Germany in
the EU.

JOURNALISM UNDER
CAPITALISM IS A
THANKLESS ONE AND ALSO
AVERY RISKY ONE
From messenaer@.truthout.ora

Whether it's traveling to war zones,
standing on the “wrong side of the
police lines during protests, digging
up dirt about the corporate crimes or
even writing a column that the
people in power do not like, the real
and dedicated journalists regularly
stick their necks out without much
chance of any reward.

According to the Committee to
Protect Journalists, over one
hundred journalist was killed last
year.

It is absolutely clear that the
American Government isn’t above
spying of reporters, persecuting
their sources and criminalizing acts
of honest journalists.

So now, more, our world needs
independent journalists who are not ;
afraid to go against the grain - even
when the public might not want to
hear what they have uncovered.

DID YOU KNOW THIS MR. OBAMA 9
According to the latest Pew

Survey of June12-16. 2013- more
than 70% of Americans oppose

sending any weapons to the
Syrian terrorists _____

SYRIA DENOUNCES
HEALTH SITUATION IN THE
GOLAN AREA OCCUPIED BY
ISRAEL
DAMASCUS - June 1, 2013

Syrian Health Minister I
Saad al-Nayef denounced the .
very poor health situation of citizens ’
settled in the Golan area that was ;
annexed and occupied by Israel i
and the inhuman practices of their j
occupiers.

He also criticized Israel’s '
inhumane practices and various •
forms of torture. Syrian Health |
Minister explained these problems I
in his speech io the Session of the |
World Medical Association |
Conference held in Geneva, |
Switzerland.

He spoke about the suffering of
these prisoners without international
recognition in this territory usurped
by Israel since 1967 and the
inhumane conditions which has
subjected them to dangerous
diseases, liver ailments and
disabilities such as blindness.

He also accused Israel of burying
its nuclear waste in this region in
barrels containing radioactive and
toxic substances, which is a
violation of the International Law
and the United Nations Charter.

Zionist Israel prevents the people
to medical treatment as way to force
them to leave their homes or force
them to accept Israel identity cards
as Jews which the Palestinian
people refuse to do.

He demanded that the World
Health Organization take
appropriate measures to stop
Israel’s disrespect for the rights of
Syrian citizens in the occupied
Golan!

FASCISM HAS ARRIVED AGAIN
IN HUNGARY

The Hungarian Communist;
Workers Party had to rename itself, i
because the present Hungarian I
Government passed a law which j
makes it illegal to use the name '
COMMUNIST by any party, club, i
movement or publication.
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Jim Crow mania is still in effect I
because in major cities across
United States, over 80% of African
Americans now have a criminal

; record.

Oh Yes! God Bless America!
I ' •

DISSOLVE THE
EUROZONE-OTHERWISE
GERMANY WILL LEAD ;
US INTU DISSASTER |

: Newsletter -anti-imperialist Camp

The present German Elites are
dictating to Europe extreme
austerity. The ideology behind that
salvation comes about by emulating
the German export-driven wage-
deflationary model. Only by means
of such drastic treatment the EU
periphery could regain
competitiveness. In this ay these
economies are pushed into deep
recession with an unknown end.
Dozens of millions of people will be
forced into unprecedented misery
which for decades had been
considered overcome for Capitalist
Europe.

Eventually Germany itself will be
draw into this vortex of economic
crisis as it is destroying its own
markets. The only solution
suggesting itself; dissolving the
Capitalist Eurozone and the-EU.

IS THIS THE BEGINNING OF
CUBAN “PERESTROYKA?
From NBC - June 30, 2013

HAVANA- Over one hundred Cuban
state and 36 other establishments
will be come private enterprises
beginning in 2014 — they are in
retail, . food enterprises,
transportation, manufacturing and
construction - amongst other Cuban
economic sectors.

AFGHANISTAN. IRAQ, LIBYA. AND NOW SYRIA NATO & OBAMA
- CHEER LEADING ANOTHER BLOOD BATH IN THE NAME OF
PEACE From GLOBAL RESEARCH June 13. 2013

Any time bombs are used to target innocent civilians - it is an act of
terrorism! President Obama, April 15, 2013

Having learned absolutely nothing from the UIS-NATO catastrophe in
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya - it is a fact that President Obama is clueless as
well as UK Prime Minister Cameron, who are cheer-leading another
bloodbath in formerly peace full, secular outward looking Syria. US-
NATO now has moved to the overt stage - a move over which such war
hawks as Zbigniew Brzezinskui and some US Senators have urged
extreme caution.

QUOTES
THIS ANTI-WAR SONG WAS
WHITEN AND ALSO RECORDED
BY BOB DYLAN -50 YEARS AGO
MASTERS OF WAR

Come you masters of war
You that build all the guns
You that build the death planes
You that build the big bombs
You that hide behind walls
You that hide behind desks
I just want you to know
I can see through your masks

You that never done nothin'
But build to destroy
You play with my world
Like it's your little toy
You put a gun in my hand
And you hide from my eyes
And you turn and run farther
When the fast bullets fly

Like Judas of old
You lie and deceive
A world war can be won
You want me to believe
But I see through your eyes
And I see through your brain
Like I see through the water
That runs down my drain

You fasten the triggers
For the others to fire
Then you set back and watch
When the death count gets higher
You hide in your mansion
As young people's blood
Flows out of their bodies
And is buried in the mud

You've thrown the worst fear
That can ever be hurled
Fear to brina children

, Into the world
I For threatening my baby
I Unborn and unnamed

You ain't worth the blood
That runs in your veins

How much do 1 know
To talk out of turn
You might say that I'm young
You might say I'm unlearned
But there's one thing 1 know
Though I'm younger than you
Even Jesus would never
Forgive what you do

Let me ask you one question
Is your money that good
Will it buy you forgiveness
Do you think that it could
I think you will find
When your death takes its toll
Ail the money you made
Will never buy back your soul

And I hope that you die
And your death'll come soon
1 will follow your casket
In the pale afternoon
And 1'11 watch while you're lowered
Down to your deathbed
And I'll stand o'er your grave

j Till I'm sure that you're dead

THIS IS THE T-SHIRT HE WORE!

i

BACK IN THE U.S.S.R

“Back in the USSR”
By John Lennon and

Paul McCartney
© 1968 Sony I ATV Tunes LLC
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PAGES FROM THE PAST
Dear readers of NSC and fnends of the Soviet People,

Below we publish just two excellent poems dedicated
to the USSR and to Stalin written in June of 1943 by
Di. James Allen Chairman of the Canada-USSR
Association from 1937 to 1947 in Canada - a very
dedicated friend of the Soviet Union and a well known
progressive poet. Northstar Compass and the Canadian
Fnends of the Soviet People are very thankful to
comrade Vijay Singh, Editor of the publication
Revolutionary Democracy While in Moscow doing

research of Soviet Archives about the Canadian-Soviet
relations dunng the Great Patriotic War, he found thee
documents and sent to us, to part of our archives. We
are very grateful for these priceless documents, from
which from time to time we shall reprint in Northstar

I Compass.
Many thanks comrade Vijay Singh.

TO THE U.S.S.R.

3 valiant land of valiant heart,
Of legions great and strong,
Of mighty men and mighty deeds
For ever told in song;
Lift high thy glorious Banner
0 land of warrior sons, -
Dealer of death and destruction
Upon the hateful Huns I

Land of Nevsky and Suvarov
Whose valor loud is sung,
Of Stalin’s matchless-Soviets
With heroes old and young;
Above the fiercely clashing din
Thy Sriblem hold, unfurled
To take the glad salutes of men
Across an endless world’.

I ' -
Assenfcled now beneath the eword

' Tig gellant land to fend,
'jo-i give thee strength of heart and hand
Until the conflict’s end.
Hold, fast the dreams of happier days
Within thy people's breast,
And then indeed thy lot shall be
By Heaven truly, blest.

Down the vale of vanishing years
The horrors shall fade away,
As moves the healing hand of Tina
Across the future’s day;
Forgotten? No, it cannot be -
The anguish and the pain -
But out of this Gethsemane
New Life shall come again.

The war-god's flaming crucible
That gave thy Soul it's test,
Has found no haughty arrogance
Within thy mighty breast;
Instead thy vast accomplishments
All nations now commend,
And honest men the whole world o'er
Are glad to call thee "Friend"I

How blessed is the hand of Friendship
In a world beset with fears;

Happier far than hate and strife -
How better far, than tears’.

STALIN

Firm as a rock in a storm-tossed sea
The stalwart Stalin stands,

Confident and calm and unafraid
Of the flood that sweeps his lands;

Sturdy as a granite lighthouse
On a weather-beaten coast,

His Valkyrian light a-flaming
To destroy the Hitler host.

Chosen of the fates and destiny
For a mission set apart,

Crowned is he in this awesome hour
In every Soviet heart;

Freedom's great banner he carries high
O'er a peoples sore oppressed,

Fighting the Cause of the Common Man
With purposeful zeal and zest.

Mighty beacon and symbol is he
With a Win serene and grand,

A valiant warrior and statesman,
Leader of a mighty land;

A mighty man in the works of peace
And mightier still in war,

Bewildered, the world proclaims his
name - To Stalin, "Excelsiort"
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ACCORDING TO MISHKA

THIS IS JUST ANOTHER RESULT OF THE TERROR, DEVASTION,
CARHAGE AND MURDER DY GRAMA’S FUNDED SYRIAN TERRORISTS
Dear readers

Much has been written and shown in photos of the war crimes being committed by these Western supported
ana funded terrorists-butchers. These butchers are showing-off photos of Syrian women that they had killed and
-aped because they opposed that Sharia Law

Now here is a grizzly photo of a 15-year old boy - Mohammed Qatta - who was shot three times in his face
and neck in front of his family and neighbors... who could not say a word on the pain of death . Mohammed
uses to sell things on the street in order to help his family survive during the present struggle against these
terronst (FSA)

Of course the ' Free Press' in the West will not publish such photos!

You. my dear comrades and friends all over the world - will you not utter an world or protest to your
Government against such war crimes and demand that this bloodshed in Syria stop and all of these
Western-supported terrorists be brought to justice!

DID YOU SEE THESE PHOTOS MR. PRESIDENT?

"We must be careful, because the capitalist media will have you
hating the people who are being oppressed by the
capitalist-imperialist countries, and ask you to love those peopfe who
are doing the oppression, murder and exploitation/'

Malcolm X - United States civil rights revolutionary hero
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so

ACCORDING TO MISHKA

WE NEED S$$ HELP FOR NSC!

WHY MY HEART CRIES
FOR YOU. MY SOVIET
FRIENDS I

done in 1917!
if you take into account all the I

Communist and progressive forces in j
the world, all the Seminars, all the
Meetings, all the Conferences held
each year by these forces, that, after ■
15 years of the traitorous i
dismemberment of the USSR and |
other Socialist countries in Europe,
that the logical and imperative steps I
would be taken to achieve UNITY,
and struggle for the defeat of US
Imperialism and its Fascist New
World Order!

Actions usually speak louder than
words comrades!

Of course dear friends, this article
will be criticized much more by the
left-wing press and some Communist
parties than by the right wing.

One of the criticisms usually hurled
at us is that “You are only a
Friendship Society! Keep your nose
clean from politics!’

Yes we are a Friendship Society j
struggling to help the Soviet People
since 1918, when our first J
organization was set up! Friendship |
means to help and to also criticize if J
need be as a REAL friend, if in your j
opinion things are not going well. |
This is what real friends are for.

Our history since 1918 proves ;
this beyond a shadow of a doubt.

By the way, the former Soviet
Ambassador to Canada, the architect
of “Perestroyka" (better described as
Destroyka) Alexander Yakovlev, also
said that he is my friend. His words
that were published at that time in
Russian newspapers said: “Better
watch out for that Mishka, he is a
Stalinist"

With friends like that, you don’t
need any enemies!

a traitorous boost by Nikita
Krushchev.

All of these things are known not
only by real friends of Soviet people,
but also by an ever-growing section
of the working class all over the
world.

Having visited the Soviet Union 27
times since 1963, as a delegate, as
head of Canadian delegations, as
guest, as an active' participant in
Conferences that were organized by
the Soviet Society for Friendship with
Foreign Countries and, knowing and
speaking Russian - over these many
years since 1990’s I have often
asked myself this question “ Where
Have All My Soviet Friends Gone?"

We have hundreds of new and
dedicated friends now in former
USSR, but the gnawing question is
still, where are all those “friends" that
were employed by the Soviet state,
that had free schooling, that travelled
all over the world, that talked
“Friendship" and “Marxism" until they
were blue in the face - but now, after
all these years I can count on one
hand only, those hundreds of friends
that are still friends and involved in
the struggle to resurrect the USSR
and Socialism.

It seems that all of these former
“friends" were Just friends as long as
they got good pay, as long as they
could travel, as long as they could
manipulate for their own use all the
foreign contacts that they made.
With friends like that, you do not
need enemies - they are the real
enemies!

Imperialism is very clever, very
pragmatic, very astute in utilizing the
weaknesses of some people, and
thus guiding them towards their goal
of undermining and sabotaging
Socialism from inside.

Unfortunately the CPSU and all of
the dedicated Marxists-Leninists,
Stalinists around the world should
learn from these grave mistakes that
were made.

With over 37 Communist,
Socialist, Workers Associations and
Movements in Russia alone, plus to
a lesser degree in other former
Soviet Republics, you would think
that with all these forces the struggle
would be to unite all of these forces
and do what has to be done as it was

1 Dear friends, comrades, and
many acquaintances:

I agonized whether to write this
I open letter to you dear friends, after
j all, many of our members of the
I Canada-USSR Association and now
i the Canadian Friends of Soviet
i People have known you comrades,
j have met you here in Canada and
i also in former USSR many times
: over the years since the very first
; delegation went to visit the Soviet
I Union way back in 1963.

Oh how excited we were, how
1 proud we were, how dedicated we

were (and we are even more so
today) and how we hoped that after
the devastation of the Great Patriotic

: War and the loss of the best sons
' and daughters, the rebuilding,, the

renovation we saw before our eyes,
i and the Soviet enthusiasm would
I overcome some of the weaknesses

and the undercurrent of hidden
i traitors (like Krushchev) would be

overcome, and, a bright sun of
Socialism would now bring the
blossoming of everything that the
Soviet people needed and deserved,
for saving all of humankind from the
scourge of fascism.

We saw real progress - we saw
the future - as did hundreds of
thousands of tourists and dedicated
friends who visited the USSR until
the 1990's! I saw weaknesses in
some aspects, but friendship and
dedication overcame any misgivings
that I had - after all, changing the
thinking and the attitude of people
after the horrific devastation of the

. war, the onslaught of vicious
propaganda, the Cold War effects
that were in full force, and, under the
direction and financial help from the
West, the internal spies, the traitors
that managed to weave their nests
inside the Soviet Government, the
CPSU, the Komsomol and other
state structures - all of these things
were meant to besmirch Socialism,
besmirch the USSR and above all -
the full force of Anti-Sovietism was
aimed at J.V.Stalin - that was given 
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EXPOSE
NATIVE INDIANS WERE CLASSIFIED
AS WILD ANIMALS by WHITfMfN
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The Vo,ce of Russa discussed the real history of Thanksgiving and the true history of the first
relations between the American Indigenous peoples and the European invaders with Dr. Daniel
Paul an Indian Historian and elder with the Mi'kmaq Nation. The secret hidden history of genocide,

Robles: Can you give us an idea of how many tribes there were in North America when the Europeans
invaded?

thaMh»an t,reach,erV ?Iouched uP°n and some surprising details are revealed, such as the fact
that the practice of scalping, began in Europe.

Paul: In what’s Canada today, there were 34 different tribes and different nations. So, when you are
iooking at what’s the United States and Mexico and put them all together, I would imagine you are looking
at probably somewhere in the neighborhood of 100-140 tribes. In/VorfhAmerica, that’s North America.

Robles: Can you tell us: what do you make of Columbus saying that they discovered America? I’ve
always had a big problem with that. They discovered a land where... there were already people
populating it.

Paul: Columbus discovered nothingl Okay? He didn’t discover America; America was here for a long-long
time. And there is evidence that people resided in the Americas for up to 25,000 years now. So if
Christopher Columbus is 25,000 years old, maybe he did discover America. And brought some invaders
with him at the time but he certainly did not. I’ll put it this way my friend: if I need a new car, and you
happen to park yours, and I go out and discover your car, what do you call that?

Robles: Of course theft, it’s stealing.

Paul- When you discover something that belongs to somebody else and you take it, I think you are
committing theft. And when you kill a large amount of people in the process of stealing sometnmg, I think 
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that s called genocide.
Robles: That s right. You wrote a very well written piece about the first Thanksgiving and the real histoi,
behind that quote: holiday in the US Can you give us some other examples and tell us a little bit about
Thanksgiving?

Paul: Columbus Day. in particular is the biggest he he didn't discover America. And the Thanksgiving
business was one of the biggest fairytales of all times What actually happened was that the tribes of that
area what's called New England and Massachusetts where the Puritans landed and set up shop they
were very friendly people, and these people, when they set up shop there, began to farm and what have
you and they were starving and the native people fed them and helped them out. And 20 years after, the
Chief, who was the prime leader in helping these people survive, had his sons captured by these same
people and sold into slavery

There is a lot of misinformation out there most people think that the first slaves that were sold in the
Americas were people from Africa, and the actual fact it’s not true. The merchandise that was sold in a lot ;
of the slave markets in the earlier part was mostly the indigenous peoples from the Americas.

Thanksgiving is nothing but a fairytale, it is being enhanced. You tell a story and it invariably goes on and *
by the time and it gets around the world and gets back to you, it is a different story altogether. And the
friendly interaction between the Europeans, the Puritans, and the tribes of that area never occurred. As a :
matter of fact there were scalp proclamations issued for many of them and there were massacres that
happened. At one fort, in what is now Connecticut, was burnt to the ground and over 900 men, women
and children were slaughtered in that particular area So, the great interaction between the American
Indian and the European is a lot of hogwash,

I
Reminder

Robles: I've read that at the actual Thanksgiving, they were actually giving thanks that is was so easy to
slaughter the Indians and take their lands, is that true?

Paul: That’s more or less what is it all about. There is an old saying “God help the oppressed! When the
oppressed become the oppressor.” The puritans were being oppressed in England and when they came

i here, they saw their chance they became the oppressors of the people who I guess extended an olive
i branch to them, when they first landed and helped them survive. So, really there is a great deal of
treachery involved in the history of the Americas that is never talked about.

Even here in Nova Scotia, in Canada, there were three scalp proclamations issued for the Mi'kmaq by the |
British. The first one was in 1744, the Mi'kmaq had the fort Annapolis Royal surrounded and the governor '
of the fort at the time, sent a message to Governor William Shirley of the Mass Bay colony asking for
assistance and he responded by declaring war upon the Mi'kmaq. And in that declaration he put a price
on the heads of men, women and children, for their scalps. The scalps of men, women and children.

Robles: For the scalps of Indians. So, the whole scalping thing, that was something that the Europeans
• pretty much thought up.

I Paul: Scalping was going on in Europe for a couple of thousand years. It is not something that was
i invented on this side of the ocean, by no means.

■ Robles: I see, that is one of the biggest fables I think. Now you mentioned slaves a minute ago. I know
I Indians were treated much worse than the African slaves that were brought over. Can you tell us a little bit
' about that?

: PauliWell, the fact was that the slaves that they took from here, the indigenous people on this side of the ; 
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ocean didn t stand up to mistreatment all that well and a lot of them simply died on their owners, which ;
made them unsuitable for that purpose. So, then they looked around for a new source and they decided
that the Africans would do it and that s when they started importing boat loads of people from Africa and ■ ■
sell them on slave markets here in America.

Robles Why weren't blacks annihilated?
I

Paul The blacks were a property, and they had a property value. So., naturally the owners didn’t go out !
and slaughter them or anything like that because they d be expending their own money. But they
eventually classified our people the indigenous people of the Americas, as wild animals with no value.
So they could go out and kill an Indian and not expect to suffer any consequences from anybody. You
wouldn t be sued for killing a property ’, if you went and killed somebody's slave, you were probably sued j
and would have to pay to the owner of the slave money for destroying their property.

Robles: Could a society that was based and started in that way, could it ever be called democratic or free,
or fair?

Paul: All these societies in the Americas, with very few exceptions, were built on genocide, on the
slaughter of the indigenous people, the people who were wiped out. Some people put the estimate,
for the Caribbean Taino people for instance, at being somewhere in the neighborhood of 5 to 10 million
when Columbus landed there, within 50 years they were practically extinct. So, when you are looking at
the overall total: it is almost unbelievable.

Dr. Daniel Paul is an Indian Historian and an elder with the Mi'kmaq Nation

WHAT IS THE ZIONIST “YINON PLAN?

HEIL AMERICA !

With thanks to
Saskatchewan Peace News

First - Israel must become an Imperialist Regional Power in order to
survive
Second - In order to bring this into effect, all of the present existing Arab
States in the Middle East must be dissolved and transformed by al the
means at hand into small, compliant states, depending on their ethnic or
sectarian composition. Tthus these sectarian States will become Israel’s
satellites and ironically its source of moral legitimacy. These are far-
reaching opportunities since 1967 for Israel - and of course there are
other military options for Israel - occupation.

Of course Palestinians are the first to be incorporated and to be
exploited. But it is every Arab State in the Middle East is the target for
Israel Zionist expansion and conquest.

Oded Yinon’s article, known as the "Yinon Plan "and followed by Israel,
firs appeared in the( Kiunim Direction) the journal of the Department of
Information of the World Zionist Organization already in February of
1982. As a journalist he worked for the Israeli Foreign Ministry’

This Yinon Plan is an explicit, detailed and unambiguous statement
of the Israel Zionist Strategy and a “vision-plan” for the entire Middle East
- it’s a nightmare fort what it is meant to accomplish.

This Yinon Plan of Zionist Israel operates on two essential premises.

PLEASE HELP!
DONATIONS ARE COMING IN

VERY SLOW!

| CRIMINALIZING FREE
| SPEECH IN AMERICA

Reader Supported News. July-
, 2013

In Texas USA a working 18- i
year old boy was jailed - and is ;
still oemg held on a S500.000 bail j

I - Decause a women reported a
single frivolous Facebook posting ;
by this youth which he had j
marked LOL (laughing out loud) ‘
and “Jk" (just kidding) The State
o* Texas FBI went ahead and ;
charged him with terroristic
threatening".

RACISM SHU EXISTS IN THE U.S. - EVEN UNDER PRESIDENT OR A
In the United States, after more than 200 years of slavery and 100 years

segregation, the criminal justice system is still a new version of Jim
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DID YOU KNOW?

IMPERIALISM AND GOOGLE ARE EATING THE WORLD!
By REBECCA SOLNIT- June 29. 20'13- TOM DISPATCH

Your data is in their hands and you communications are in their hands - and they
seem to be rising to become an arm-or part owner of the US Government and
law unto themselves - and what must be done about it.
The answer my friend is in the wind - the answer is in the wind!

Finally, journalists have started criticizing in earnest the leviathans of
Silicon Valley, notably Google, now the world's third-largest company in
market value. The new round of discussion began even before the
revelations that the tech giants were routinely sharing our data with the
National Security Agency, or maybe merging with it. Simultaneously
another set of journalists, apparently unaware that the weather has
changed is still sneering at San Francisco, my hometown, for not lying
down and loving Silicon Valley's looming presence.

The criticism of Silicon Valley is long overdue and some of the critiques
are both thoughtful and scathing. The New Yorker, for example, has
explored how start-ups are undermining the purpose of education at
Stanford University, addressed the Valley's messianic delusions and
political meddling, and considered Apple’s massive tax avoidance.

The New York Times recently published an opinion piece that startled me,
especially when I checked the byline. WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange,
the fugitive in the Ecuadorean Embassy in London, focused on The New
Digital Age, a book by top Google executives Eric Schmidt and Jared

Cohen that to him exemplifies the melding of the technology corporation
and the state. It is, he claimed, a startlingly clear end provocative blueprint
for technocratic imperialism, from two of our leading "witch doctors who
construct a new idiom for United States global power in the twenty-first
century.’ He added, “This idiom reflects the ever closer union between the
State Department and Silicon Valley."

What do the U.S. government and Silicon Valley already have in common?
Above all, they want to remain opaque while making the rest of us entirely
transparent through the capture of our data. What is arising is simply a
new form of government, involving vast entities with the reach and power
of government and little accountability to anyone.

Here s what San Francisco is now: a front row seat on the most powerful
corporations on Earth and the people who run them. So we know what you
may not yet: they are not your friends and their vision is not your vision,
but your data is their data, and your communications are in their hands,
and they seem to be rising to become an arm of or a part-owner of the
government or a law unto themselves, and no one has yet figured out what
we can do about it.

ONLYTHE
TEACHINGS
OF MARX,
ENGLES,
LENIN AND
STALIN
WILL SHOW
THE ROAD
TOWARDS
SOCIALISM
AND THE
DEFEAT
OF CAPITALISM
IMPERIALISM!
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YOU HAVE RECEIVED THE
MEWmO.mCB.TAK
CATALOGUE. PLACE YOIR
ORDER NOW! PROMOTE IT
AMONGT YOUR FRIENDS!

IFYAOWOETTWAHIEENSC
HOW ABOUT A DONATION!

ICELAND PARLIAMENT
WANTS TO GRANT

IMMEDIATE CITIZENSHIP
TO EDWARD SNOWDEN

JULY 4, 2013

FRIENDSHIP
BETWEEN

NORTHERN
NEIGHBORS

THERE ARE ONLY A FEW
COPIES OF THIS BOOK

AVAILABLE BEFORE THE
SECOND PRINTING.

Order this historical 600
page book row

lor $40.



Message sent to CPG:

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
; FROM BREST

BYELORUSSIA

Dear Michael and comrades
Greetings from Brest Belarus!
Here amongst others taking part

in this important event held on the
Anniversary of the 1941 invasion of
the USSR I spoke at a meeting on
the political situation here and I was
representing the Communist
Workers Party the Revolutionary
Communist Youth League and of
course the Soviet Friendship
Society with Foreign Countries.

This meeting was hosted by the
! local comrades by local comrades

from the Communist Party of
working People of Belarus (ally of
Russian CWP), Sut Vremeni and

; from the Communist Party of
i Belarus (pro Lukashenko).

This meeting was opened guest
i speakers from Moscow
i representing scientists. Public
! organizations B. Kashin (CPRF) The
■ role of the CPRF was then critically
i analyzed by communists from the-
I Communist Party of Working People
. of Belarus. It was reported that
! Zyuganov of the CPRF is exerting

his influence on the movements in
' Belarus in order to stop their
; registration as official left parties.
i In my speech emphasized the
, need for solidarity amongst al the
i labor movements in different parts

of former Soviet Union (leaving
; aside the revisionist parliamentary

parties, whose so-called “unity
; projects: they are nothing but to

absorb and the destruction of the
j revolutionary left).

There was also a night rally
. at the Brest Fortress and
; reconstruction event when many

volunteers took part from Belarus,
Russia etc. Many photos from this
event were taken

Our next important meeting will be
devoted exclusively to Friendship
Society and the Russian Edition of

i Northstar Compass. It is to be held
on June27,2013 in Moscow.

Best regards
: Viktor Bourenkov

FROM ISTANBUL
TURKEY

Dear comrades:
Turkey is going through unusual

times The protests against the
■ Government started in Instanbul and

spread to different parts of Turkey.
i Now they have become a nation-
t wide rage against the AKP

Government. Beginning from the
J first day of these protests, the
. Communist Party of Turkey was part

of these growing protests. Many of
our comrades have been injured
due the police brutality or arrested.
But our struggles continue.

Dear comrades;
We need your support to escalate

our struggles. Therefore we are
calling upon our comrades around
the world to hold demonstrations in
front of Turkish Consulates and
Embassies and in this way show
solidarity with the resistance
movement all across Turkey.

Long live the revolutionary
solidarity! Down wit capitalism!

Comradely greetings,
The Communist Party of Greece
e-mail id:int@tkp.org.tr

Dear comrades: j
We support your struggle against I

the present regime of Turkey and |
we will do all in our power to spread i

i this appeal and to publicize it in our j
j publication - Northstar Compass -as i

well as in other media. i
i

Michael Lucas, Editor of NSC j
Chairman of the International
Council for Friendship and
Solidarity with the Soviet People

Subscribe NSC to a friend-
it's only $25 per year!
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Dear comrade Michael Lucas:
Many thanks for your letter in

reply to our request for some
background information. We know
that you are from a working class
family and your life was and is full
of struggles as that of your father,
your wife and your uncle Genera)
Lukach - (Mate Zalka) Head of the
International Brigade that fought
against fascist Franko in the
Spanish Civil War.

Now that you are 87 years of
energetic youth - we wish you good
health and al ong life. Your life is
indeed rich in experience as well as
dedication and is continuing for the
cause of Socialism and peace.

This will encourage our youth in
Nepal in their struggles.

Sincerely yours

Narayan Man Bijuklcvhhen Rohir
Chairman
Nepal Workers and Peasants’
Party

FROM MONTREAL AND
ONE OF CUBAN FIVE

i
Dear Michael and friends:

I keep on writing letters to
Gerrardo and Antonio -and enclosed
is the letter I just received from
Gerrardo of Cuban Five in the
Penitentiary in California. USA.

It is a constant pleasure to read
NSC each month.

Best regards to everyone.

Daniel Paquet

From US Penitentiary, Victorville
The prison was in lock-down for

three weeks, and during that I
received (was given 1 should say
better) three letters from you all at
once. Thank you very much for
everything you have sent. Your
letters and enclosures are always
very interesting to read. My
greetings to you and all of your

; friends.
Tm sending you now some

: recent information related to our
; case. There are many activities in

1 solidarity with our cause
programmed for the rest of this year.

Thank you very much for your
support. Take good care of yourself.

Yours truly
Gerrardo

i FROM BREST
BYELORUSSIA

Dear Michael and comrades:
Greetings from Brest, Belarus:
Here amongst others taking part

| in this important event held on the
Anniversary of the 1941 invasion of
the USSR. I spoke at a meeting on
the political situation here and I was
representing the Communist
Workers Party, the Revolutionary

i Communist Youth League and 'of
: course the Soviet Friendship

Society with Foreign Countries.
This meeting was hosted by the

local comrades by local comrades
from the Communist Party of
working People of Belarus (ally of
Russian CWP), Sut Vremeni and
from the Communist Party of
Belarus (pro Lukashenko).
This meeting was opened guest

speakers from Moscow
representing scientists. Public
organizations B. Kashin (CPRF) The
role of the CPRF was then critically
analyzed by communists from the
Communist Party of Working People
of Belarus. It was reported that
Zyuganov of the CPRF is exerting
his influence on the movements in
Belarus in order to stop their
registration as official left parties.

In my speech emphasized the
need for solidarity amongst al the
labor movements in different parts
of former Soviet Union (leaving
aside the revisionist parliamentary
parties, whose so-called "unity
projects: they are nothing but to
absorb and the destruction of the
revolutionary left).

There was also a night-rally
at the Brest Fortress and
reconstruction event when many
volunteers took part from Belarus,
Russia etc. Many photos from this

! Our next important meeting will be
devoted exclusively to Friendship
Society and the Russian Edition of
Northstar Compass. It is to be held
on June27, 2013 in Moscow.

Best regards
Viktor Bourenkov

WE NEED YOUR FINANCIAL
HELP MORE THAN EVER!

Dear friends:

■ FROM
i SLAV COMMITTEE OF THE
i CZECH REPUBLIC

On June 8, 2013 there took
place in Prague a Congress of the
Slav Committee of the Czech
Republic, at which Jan Minar again
was elected as President and Mirko
Svoboda as Vice President. Jan
Minar in his Congress report
mentioned that the importance of
International Slavic organization and
their cooperation was very evident
at the last 10th Slavic Congress that
was held in Kiev, Ukraine.

The important decision was
made regarding the Constitution of
the Slav Committee and othc'
documents that were adopted by the
delegates, and, the efforts made by
Nikolay Lavrinenko and Professor
Hvala and registration of the Slav
Committee in Ukraine.

These executive members told
the delegates that there are now
efforts by some elements to split
the Slav Committee - coming both
within the Czech and Polish
Republic. These attempts to divide
and rule help the enemies of the
Slav Committee movements.

The Slav Congress elected a new
Executive Committee which will
struggle against all elements that
want liquidate the Slav Committee.

Eva Golechkova
Secretary of the Czech Slav
Committee

UNITED FRONT SONG
By Bertroit Brecht

As long as there are two
classes

Proletarians must, agree
It's the ask of none

but the working class
To set the workers free!
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FROM MISSISAUGA ONTARIO
CANADA

Dear Editor
Enclosed are two articles from '

the Toronto Star While I am not
motivated by some of the copy
written in them nevertheless I have
the outmost respect and admiration
for their principles and their stand
cannot be questioned

Regarding the article that i
reported on Conrad Black and his
receiving the Order of Canada - he
should give it back and demand that j
it be given to Stephen Scharper who j
wrote an excellent article about
Martin Luther King Conrad Black
should be sent back to the USA in
the next load of garbage

Below are some quotes from the
just one article on Rev Martin
Luther King— by Stephen Scharper.

We dont often recall, for example
that his home was bombed, his
chest pierced by an assassination
bullet his body repeatedly beaten,
he was jailed many times, his face
was used as a spittoon by white

. racists his personal world was
invaded many times by the FBI
Agents - and his wife and his four
children, constantly menaced by
death threats - at times 40 times per
day.

He spoke against war constantly
until he was silenced by a bullet in

• Memphis.

FROM
NORTHERN IRELAND

Dear comrades:
Cuba embarks in deregulation 01

over 430,000 state enterprises and
privatizing all of them, starting in
2014 - plus over 180,000 farms will
be privatized.

This is following in Gorbachev’s
footsteps - Capitalism!

Unfortunately the direction here
is quite clear. One can come up with
millions of very beautiful excuses,
because it is very painful for all of
us to face the truth, particularly in
the case of this country - but sadly,
this doesn't change the fact.

Irina Malenko

SNOWDEN HAS MORE
INFORMATION THAT CAN
DAMAGE THE DSA
Moscow July 14 2013
Pensa Latina

Snowden let it be known that he
has information that could badly
damage and cause more harm to
the U S. Government if it was
revealed - stated journalist Glenn
Greenwald in Russian TV. Mr,
Greenwald works for the newspaper
The Guardian in Great Britain - the
first journalist who published the
leaked documents.

Snowden s purpose is by no
means meant to destroy his country
- America ..but to alert the people
that by using certain software they
are unwittingly exposed to
confidential information... according
to the Russia Today TV Channel.

“The US Government should
better be on its knees every day
praying that nothing happens to
Snowden - because if something
does happen to Snowden, all of
the information could be
revealed and that would be the
worst nightmare for the United
States." said Greenwald on
Russian TV

WE NEED YOUR FINANCIAL
HELP MORE THAN EVER!

WE MUST UNITE AGAINST THE
EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL

ENEMIES!
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OBITUARY
From Staten Island Advance
February 17 2013

Yolanda D’Angelo, 88

Brooklyn native Yolanda D Angelo.
88. of Princes Bay, a retired
bookkeeper for her family s catering
business died Saturday at home

Born Yolanda Monci in Brooklyn,
she moved to Todt Hill in 1964 before
settling in Prince's Bay in 1994.

A homemaker, she worked as a
head teller at a Chase Bank in
Brooklyn and later as a bookkeeper
for her husband s business, Pisa's
Catering, also in Brc&klyn.

She was a wonderful mother,
committed to advancing her children's ■
education and was involved in ,
supporting her husband's family
business, said her son, Angelo
D'Angelo

She graduated from Lafayette High
School in Brooklyn and the Brown
Business School, also in Brooklyn.

Mrs D'Angelo was a member of
i Another Mother for Peace during the
‘ Vietnam War and the Staten Island
Council for Peace and Justice.

She enjoyed cooking, reading, ,
visiting Atlantic City, spending time
with her grandchildren and family, and
baking for the holidays, Mrs. D’Angelo
also won second place in the Advance
Cookbook contest for her cold
pumpkin soup.

Mrs D'Angelo was a parishioner of
St Joseph-St. Thomas R.C. Parish,
Pleasant Plains.

Her husband of 49 years, Jack, died
: in 1994

In addition to her son, Angelo,
surviving are another son, Dr. Jack
D'Angelo; two daughters, Alicia Ann
Durante and Sandra Traina; two
sisters, Olga Tortorella and Frances
Leone four grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren.

LET US FULFILL THIS DECISION OF
THE SECOND WORLDffijNGRESS...
Establish in eachjtmhtry a
Friendship Socie^mth
Soviet People!
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David A. GRIFFITHS

GRIFFITHS, David A. 1924 - 2013
David died on Wednesday. July 9,2013
after a long and courageous battle
against cancer. Born in Vancouver,
he obtained his B.A. and M.A. from
the University of British Columbia.
In 1949, he was awarded a French
Government scholarship and moved
to France to work on his doctorate
(19th Century French Literature) which
he completed in June 1955 at the
Sorbonne. Thanks to CNRS (Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique)
funding, his thesis was published in
France in 1963 and the resulting book
was awarded the Prix Bordin by the
Academie Frangaise.

Upon his return to Canada, he was
a Professor of French language and
literature at McMaster University,
Royal Roads, and the University of
Victoria until his retirement in 1985.
He was passionately committed to his
profession and to sharing knowledge
with others. As a recognized scholar
and specialist in romantic socialism.
David contributed to many publications
on 19th century French literature,
socialism and philosophy in both North
America and Europe.

In 1980, he was named Honorary
Consul of France in Victoria, and
for 10 years he helped many
French citizens. Above all, David
will be remembered for his unfailing
kindness, understanding and caring
for his family and friends. He strongly

I believed in respect for others and the
environment. David is survived by
Gmette his devoted and ioving wife of

1 63 years. He is also survived by his two
‘ children: Pau! of Campbell River. B.C
, and Diana of Toulouse France and
i his five grandchildren, Alan, Andrea.
; Emilie. Amanda and Clementine.
i
i In respect of Davids wishes no
• ceremony will be held. Donations car.
I be made to the B.C. Cancer Agency in

Victoria, B C.

He was a faithful reader of Northstar
Compass
Diana Griffits

HOW VERT TRUE!
The world is a dangerous

place, not because of
those who do evil, but

because of those who look
on and do nothing!
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ORGAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR FRIENDSHIP AND SOLIDARITY WITH SOVIET PEOPLE AND THE
SOCIETY OF CARPATHO-RUSSIAN CANADIANS

280QUEEN ST. W.TORONTO, ONT. CANADA M5V2A1 ‘Tel:(416)977-5819

BACK TO THE FUTURE!
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Canadian Friends of the Soviet People have a long history of struggling for
friendship and understanding between the two Northern Neighbors since
1918 when in Canada there was formed the “Hands Off Russia
Committee". This was followed by the Canada-USSR Association - the
present Canadian Friends of the Soviet People and its monthly journal
NORTHSTAR COMPASS.

NSC is published now in - English Edition-Canada, French Edition-
Canada, Russian Edition. Moscow - Spanish Edition in Chile and Nepal
Edition in Nepal

BACK TO THE FUTURE! BACK TO THE USSR!
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GIVE A GIFT SUSCRPTION TO A FRIEND/LOCAL LIBRARY

Please send your payment to:
NORHSTAR COMPASS: 280 Queen St. W. Toronto. ON - Canada M5V2A1

APPLICATION FOR NSC SUBSCRIPTION
I hereby request a subscription to Northstar Compass and am enclosing
cheque - money order - cash $25.00 to cover subscription for one year.
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GENERBUSITY!

We must fulfill our NSC Sustaining Drive in order to cover the rising cost of
printing and mailing, plus other mailing costs in order to keep the International

Council for Friendship and Solidarity with the Soviet People do its noble work for
friendship with the Soviet People and to publish Northstar Compass.

As most of you are aware, all of our Executive members are dedicated
volunteers.

URGENT APPEAL TO FULFILL
OUR NSC SUSTAINING DRIVE

BY THE END OF 2013!
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